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For this challenge, I decided to deal with my closet. I would consider this my biggest problem 
area in terms of clutter, and this is actually what it looked like before I started the process. I’ve 
been avoiding cleaning my closet for a while now so this was a prime opportunity to get it under 
control. I have quite a bit of clothes and shoes, mostly because I have a hard time getting rid of 
things. I typically do a big sort through of my closet once a year, but I’ve been feeling 
particularly overwhelmed by all my stuff lately.  
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I began organizing by first removing all of my summer clothes, since I live in Vermont and 
temperatures have already dropped down to the thirties and forties. There was really no need to 
have shorts, t-shirts, and bathing suits taking up space. My closet is actually really small 
compared to the amount of items I have, so I definitely need to maximize space.  

 

I then went through all the items and did the “spark joy” evaluation. Although I decided to hold 
on to most of my clothes, there were a few things that I found buried in the back of my closet 
that I haven’t worn in months. It made sense to put these in a pile to donate, since I’m not using 
them for their purpose.  



Eventually, after sorting through everything in my closet and purging it of unnecessary items, I 
discovered that i could fit an extra bin inside it. This helped to reduce clutter, as well as organize 
my fall/winter clothes. The final thing I did was sort my clothes by color, that way they’re easier 
to locate when I’m planning outfits.  

 

Did you have any insights during the decluttering process, or after reading this challenge? 
What is your take away from this challenge? Will you make any changes to your life 
moving forward? 

 
I believe that the concept of minimalism could be very beneficial in terms of lessening our 
impact. In our capitalist society, we are conditioned to assume that the more things you have, the 
happier you will be. This is simply not true, and people need to realize that true joy cannot be 
bought. Through this process, I discovered that I have a huge amount of unnecessary items, all 
forming clutter that brings stress to my life. In the past, I’ve accepted my messiness, but now I 
realize that it is a product of unfulfillment. I buy things I don’t need to get a strange form of 
temporary happiness. Eventually I lose interest in the item and it ends up in the back of my 
closet. I haven’t taken into account the true scope of these choices that I make, and the 
environmental and social impact that they hold.  
 
Moving forward, I want to be a more conscious consumer, and evaluate my needs and wants 
before making purchases. I don’t need to buy things just for the sake of having them. Also, I 



want to try and pursue a more minimalist lifestyle, because I think that clutter greatly contributes 
to my stress levels. I’ve been feeling very overwhelmed lately, and it is partially due to the 
environment in which I live. In order to be more productive, I need to carefully examine my 
personal spaces and declutter. This process may take time, but it will yield many benefits. 
Ideally, I will save money, lessen my ecological footprint, and find happiness through other 
means.  
 
 


